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Introduction

At Stonyhurst International School we believe the School uniform has numerous benefits;

● Creates a sense of belonging and community; develops a sense of togetherness, and

that we are all part of the Stonyhurst International School community.

● Promotes a sense of equality; when all students are required to wear the same

School uniform it reduces expectation of what a student thinks they need to wear

and creates a standard in the School that we are all the same.

● Focus on our student’s character; without a uniform, what students wear can end up

defining them rather than the content of their character. Children should be

prioritising the development of their personality, having the confidence to be who

they are and not be defined by material things like the clothes they wear.

With a school uniform, your child can express themselves in more meaningful ways,

which helps to develop their creativity.

All students in EYFS, Junior School and Senior School are required and expected to wear the

correct uniform both on campus and when representing the School externally for any School

related event.

The Stonyhurst International School Penang student uniform can be purchased in-person at

our School Uniform shop on Level 1 of the School Campus.

All students must wear the School hat during break and lunch time if they are outside. They

must also wear their School hats during outside PE lessons.

Senior School students must wear the School tie with their uniforms. Senior School students

must tuck their shirts in.

In Junior School, students in Key Stage 2 (KS2) will begin to wear their School ties.

However, teachers may make the decision to ask students to take these off and leave them

in their trays during particularly hot weather. When ties are worn, students will be

encouraged to tuck in their shirts.

Allowances will be made for younger KS2 students who may struggle with this and during

activities that are of a physical nature.

For both Junior and Senior Schools, students will be required to wear their School ties and

School blazers for all special events, such as assemblies.



Rationale

At Stonyhurst International School we believe there are many advantages to wearing our

School uniform for both students and parents.

1. Can reduce the potential for bullying:

Without school uniforms, the potential for children to tease and make fun of one another is

increased. People use clothing to express themselves; children are no different in this

regard. Sadly, when a child expresses themselves in a different way to everyone else, it can

create a point of difference between one child and another. Again, these differences can be

amplified by socioeconomic disparities between one child’s family and another.

2. Can improve study ethic:

If a child feels like they don’t fit in, or they don’t have the latest and best clothing, it can be

damaging to their confidence. A lack of confidence can be one of the most significant

barriers to academic growth. Introducing a school uniform removes this possibility, meaning

your child has less to worry about and more reason to be confident in class.

3. Increases safety:

There are significant safety concerns to not adopting a uniform in school. With their School

colours on, children can immediately be recognised at a distance as a member of Stonyhurst

International School. In a situation where someone who isn’t a member of the school is

on-site, they can be easily identified as not part of the school by their lack of uniform.

This can be extended to days off campus. On day trips away, students can easily be spotted

among crowds thanks to their uniform. This can be especially helpful when making school

trips at the same time as other schools, where large crowds of children mix with one

another.

4. Prepares students for the outside world:

School uniforms prepare children for formal scenarios that we all encounter in our lives.

Depending on the situation, we’re expected to dress and look a certain way. Job interviews

are a good example. Dressing professionally in working environments is expected in

adulthood, and this is something your child will understand thanks to a school uniform.

5. Easier mornings for students and parents/caregivers:

Weekday mornings can be chaotic. It can be tricky enough to get yourself ready for work

without having to worry about how your child is getting on too. That problem is amplified if

your child doesn’t have a school uniform to put on each morning, as they take their time to

decide what to wear. Uniforms remove one more thing from the ‘to-do’ list of parents and

caregivers every day.



6. Encourages professionalism:

Some people believe that school uniforms contribute positively to a child’s behaviour in

school. Their uniform develops an affinity with learning. Once they put it on, their purpose is

to work hard at their studies. A sense of professionalism develops within each child, leading

to more focus in the classroom.

7. May reduce distractions:

Uniforms make for one less distraction during school. By wearing what they like, children can

become more focused on their school status rather than their studies. Fashion trends and

owning the latest styles become the priority, and it could lead to a downturn in that child’s

progress at School.

8. Easier economics for parents:

Children can be demanding when they notice their friends have something they don’t.

Without a uniform, the potential for this to happen with clothing increases. Children may

put their parents under pressure to buy them a new wardrobe every season or capitalise on

every new trend that sweeps through the school.

With school uniforms, economics is made easier for parents. You know exactly what to buy

and when to buy it, and often, the uniform can be used for more than one school year.

School uniforms are robust and designed for longevity. They’ll last much longer than your

child’s other clothing, helping you save money by not having to replace them as often.

Uniform Guidelines

● When age appropriate,  boys must have cleanly shaved off facial hair.

● In the Senior School and when KS2 are wearing ties, shirts must be tucked into either

trousers/shorts or skirts.

● The correct School uniform must be worn everyday with the exception of permission

from a Head of School with a legitimate reason.

● Students are permitted to wear basic jewellery, plain silver or gold stud/small hoop

earrings, one single necklace in gold/silver, a small nose ring or stud, watch (no Smart

watches are permitted in the School).

● Student hair colour must be natural, or as close to their natural hair as possible. This

is at the discretion of SLT.

● Hair is not to be styled or cut in an extreme manner. For example, shaved heads no

shorter than a number 3, no half shaved looks (mohawks), no fading in shaved areas

of the hair. This list is not exhaustive, and is at the discretion of SLT.



Enforcement of Uniform Standards and Expectations

● Extracted from the Stonyhurst International School Behaviour Management Policy

Unsatisfactory uniform

5.1 After the first warning, the Tutor should be informed of the repeated uniform

transgression. The Tutor should inform the Head of Junior School or Head of Senior School.

5.2 If the relevant leaders receive two uniform notices within half a term, a standard letter

will be sent to parents and the student will complete the Restorative Justice Student

Reflection Form which will be filed.

5.3 If uniform still does not improve the parents will be invited in to meet the Tutor and

the relevant leader. A written record of the meeting should be kept in the student's file by the

Tutor.

● Extracted from the Stonyhurst International School Student Code of Conduct

10. Uniform

Dressing respectfully and wearing the appropriate uniform shows consideration for all

members of our community and our learning environment. A Stonyhurst International

School student will;

> Wear the uniform neat, clean and appropriately. This includes ensuring that the uniform is

not modified in any way, except with the school’s permission

> Follow the protocol for uniform when attending School events, either on or off campus

> Dress with respect on free dress/casual days. No exposure of cleavage, torso or

underwear, no transparent clothing, no inappropriate slogans, images or language on

clothing or accessories and skirts, dresses and shorts are not too short and expose too

much thigh.




